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DID YOU KNOW?

Did you know that as a UF employee you are expected to make good faith reports on compliance issues (or potential compliance issues) such as a law violation, sexual misconduct, a discriminatory act, or retaliation against people who are trying to stop such behaviors? If you see something that does not look right, say something.

Talk to your supervisor or check here for a handy list of contact options to report concerns.

WHAT'S NEW?

The UF Compliance Office is recognizing “Compliance Heroes” throughout the university! If you know of a fellow Gator who shows exemplary integrity and goes above and beyond to uphold a culture of ethics and compliance with the law, we want to know!

Please share these stories with your supervisor so we can recognize these Compliance Heroes in our next Compliance Gazette edition. You can also nominate a Compliance Hero on our website.
A university has had a steady decline in student enrollment. In order to improve their numbers they decide to incentivize recruiters by giving them a bonus based on how many students they are able to recruit. **Is this OK?**

Thank you for your attention and all your efforts in ensuring that the University of Florida continues to operate lawfully and ethically! **Compliance is Everyone’s Responsibility!**